Stories as indicators: Lessons learned using the Most Significant Change method to evaluate food systems work in Michigan
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Abstract
Food systems initiatives regularly use stories as a communication tool to showcase and gain attention for their work. Yet few of these efforts use systematic ways to collect and analyze stories. Rooted in our experience documenting the work surrounding the Michigan Good Food Charter, we suggest that a variety of efforts that aim to transform food systems could benefit from applying the Most Significant Change (MSC) technique, an evaluation tool that uses stories in a more rigorous way to identify emerging outcomes and enhance organizational learning. Particularly with the modifications we introduce, the MSC approach can be adapted to situations where program staff or participants have limited time, resources, or capacity, offering stakeholders a way to build a shared vision of a program and, over time, a clearer sense of the direction that a food systems project has and where it should be headed.
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Introduction
The last decade has seen a precipitous rise of collaborative food systems movements and initiatives across the globe (Filippini, Mazzocchi, & Corsi, 2019; Glennie & Alkon, 2018; Hoey, Colasanti, Pirog, & Fink Shapiro, 2017). Whether food systems initiatives are focused on increasing healthy diets, supporting sustainable agriculture practices, stimulating the local food economy, or promoting greater equity throughout the food system, their complex and rapidly evolving nature makes evaluation difficult. Yet evaluation is imperative for enhancing learning, identifying effective practices, and increasing the impact of initiatives (Levkoe & Blay-Palmer, 2018). Furthermore, evidence of positive impact can demonstrate to local governments the value of supporting food systems (Clark, Marquis, & Raja, 2017; Filippini et al., 2019; Roberts, 2014) and convince the philanthropic community to continue to invest in food systems interventions (W. K. Kellogg Foundation, 2020; Global Alliance for the Future of Food, 2020).

One of the challenges of understanding the impact of food systems work is the interconnected nature of factors required to effect change alongside the multiple, interlinked outcomes that can emerge. For example, the goal of increasing food security requires strategic interventions on multiple levels—from contextually-sensitive household-level programs to national and even global policy change—as well as actions that are interconnected, linked to environmental sustainability, human health, food access, and livelihood (Pinstrup-Andersen & Watson, 2011). From the standpoint of indicators and evaluation, the array of goals, interventions required, and metrics needed to capture and attribute change can quickly become overwhelming (Ericksen et al., 2012).

In these cases, evaluations cannot rely on standard models typically used to assess more straightforward, linear problem-solving efforts. When complex initiatives are assessed using more traditional approaches of evaluation, they are often forced to identify predetermined indicators and prescriptive criteria to monitor, failing to capture unexpected, emerging impacts (Broughton & Hampshire, 1997). A flexible and adaptive approach is needed that reflects the evolving nature of systems-level change, as the scope of the problem may shift alongside the intervention (Patton, 1994, 2010). Michael Quinn Patton has termed this type of assessment “developmental evaluation,” an approach that looks at complex initiatives “in terms of relationships” rather than breaking them down into “discrete components,” as traditional evaluation tends to do (Patton, 2016b, p. 8). Rather than monitoring fidelity to a defined set of tasks or testing if an intervention “works” in order to solve a clearly delineated problem, developmental evaluation is useful for interventions where the actors are essentially creating the path as they walk it, learning about the effects of their actions as they go, and regularly adjusting their strategy.

Patton notes that just about any mix of methods can be used to carry out a developmental evaluation, as long as it is flexible and leads to rapid feedback about the effects of ongoing adaptations (Patton, 2016a, p. vi). One method useful in this process of depicting and reflecting on emerging outcomes is the Most Significant Change (MSC) method. The remainder of this paper describes the origin of MSC and how it is typically implemented; why we think that MSC is a good fit for interdisciplinary, collaborative efforts, especially those focused on food systems; how we used, modified, and interpreted findings from MSC in a food systems initiative in Michigan; the limitations of the original model; and the benefits and limitations of the modifications we introduced. Our intention is to expose practitioners and evaluators to a method which we believe will enhance efforts to document, learn from, and continuously improve efforts to transform food systems.

The MSC Method
The MSC method was developed by Rick Davies in 1996, based on a rural development initiative he was asked to evaluate in Bangladesh. As occurs with many complex change initiatives, he was confronted with a program that was operating in different configurations in more than 700 villages, each with their own unique context. While program managers had a broad goal for the overall program, they were not entirely sure what the actual outcomes would be, leaving Davies with an operation much too complex to summarize with a
traditional linear, pre-determined evaluation approach. Out of this experience, he developed the MSC method, focused on the collection and collaborative analysis of stories gathered from program participants or field staff (Davies & Dart, 2005). The aim is to identify emerging outcomes while also offering program staff and other stakeholders a way to build a shared vision of the program and, over time, a clearer sense of the direction that the project has and where it should be headed, or as Jess Dart and Davies put it, to “move towards success and away from failure” (2003, p. 151).

Most evaluators use MSC as a formative evaluation method—to track changes that are emerging during implementation (including unexpected outcomes), to contribute to learning, to identify potential problems, and to help a program make adjustments (Costantino & Greene, 2003; McClintock, 2004; Willetts & Crawford, 2007). MSC has also been used for summative evaluation, as a way to identify some of the impacts of a program (Limato, Ahmed, Magdalena, Nasir, & Kotvojs, 2018; Ramacciotti, 2017). The important caveat that MSC evaluators give—emphasized in our final section—is that the approach is not a stand-alone evaluation method; it is not appropriate for capturing certain types of changes and it must be triangulated with other data to offer a more complete picture of a program’s progress and impacts (Davies & Dart, 2005). It cannot, for instance, be used to determine cost effectiveness, nor could it determine the extent of particular impacts, unless additional methods are used to measure specific indicators across the entire population affected by an initiative. MSC is most useful where: (1) it is not possible to predict in any detail or with any certainty what the outcomes will be, (2) outcomes will vary widely across program participants, (3) there may not yet be agreements between stakeholders on what outcomes are the most important, and (4) the interventions are expected to be highly participatory, including monitoring and evaluating the results (Davies et al., 2005).

As Figure 1 illustrates, the process of analyzing stories, in the original approach developed by

---

**Figure 1. The Typical Process of Collecting and Identifying the “Most Significant” Stories**

Source: Adapted from Dart and Davies (2003, p. 4).
Davies and Dart (2005), usually occurs in several rounds, involving dialogue between people involved in all levels of a program.

Typically, a program starts by soliciting a call for “significant stories” from program participants and/or field staff. Stories can be shared in writing, orally through interviews, or in small group discussions. While the definition of “significant” can be open-ended, stories can be requested around certain “domains” of change (e.g., changes in food security) that are relevant to the program, and should have a common timeframe and geographic scope. All stories shared should include an explanation of the change as well as reasons why the storyteller chose to focus on that story, or why it seemed significant to them.

Committees of staff or selected stakeholders at each site across a program then select one story as “most significant” and discuss why they believe that story represents the most significant change out of all the stories they reviewed. These discussions can occur, for example, among a group of storytellers or among a group of field staff reviewing written stories. The dialogue that occurs at this point is critical to the method, as it helps participants hear how others interpreted stories, revealing the values that different actors bring to the table. Such articulation also encourages double-loop learning—a re-examination of an organization’s underlying values, assumptions and goals (Argyris & Schon 1974)—which is critical for the process of helping to reveal adjustments the program may want to make to keep moving actions towards desired change (Davies & Dart, 2005).

After each site’s committee has selected their “most” significant story, they pass the story up to the next level of a program, where another committee of staff and/or stakeholders assemble to discuss and select from a smaller number of “most” significant stories, and so on. The number of rounds of selection can vary based on the scale of the program. Throughout this process:

Every time stories are selected, the criteria used to select them are recorded and fed back to all interested stakeholders, so that each subsequent round of story collection and selection is informed by feedback from previous rounds. The organization is effectively recording and adjusting the direction of its attention—and the criteria it uses for valuing the events it sees there. (Davies & Dart, 2005, p. 10)

After going through this process once, programs often repeat each of these steps at a later point in time, gathering another round of stories. The frequency with which actors carry out an MSC process varies based on the timeline and scope of a program, as often as every month in the early stages of an intervention or as infrequent as every year or two. After each full round of MSC, evaluators can use the collected stories as a reporting mechanism to illustrate emerging outcomes. The most valuable outcome, however, is often a reflection on the insights that emerged during the dialogue process, which can help stakeholders make programmatic adjustments.

Today, the MSC technique is used to evaluate programs around the world, from health promotion programs in Indonesia (Limato et al., 2018) to ICT (Information Communication Technology) training in Australian schools of education (Heck & Sweeney, 2013) to food security projects in West Africa (Somda et al., 2017), usually in the form of oral stories documented in writing, but also through participatory video (Asadullah & Muniz, 2015; Lunch, 2007). MSC appears to be used less often in North America, but there are examples of its application to evaluate asthma programs in Albuquerque public schools (Peterson, 2015), to examine perceptions of sustainability among college students at Penn State (Ramacciotti, 2017), and to assess the challenges at a domestic violence shelter in Canada (Rogers, 2013). With the exception of an evaluation of several refugee farming programs in the US (Gusev, 2015), our team has come across few examples of food systems initiatives in North America using MSC, which we believe is a missed opportunity.

MSC in Food Systems Initiatives
One reason we argue that MSC is a natural fit for evaluating and improving a variety of food systems initiatives is because so many are already using stories to help communicate their impact and for
purposes of general reflection. From our experience working in the US context, food systems initiatives are already collecting and featuring stories through their newsletters, websites, and social media platforms, and incorporating storytelling as a central activity during events, meetings, and summits. For example, California-based Roots of Change hosts a podcast about the future of food and farming (Dimock, 2021), the Minnesota Food Charter prominently features stories on their website about “Food Charter Champions” (Minnesota Food Charter, 2020), and Vermont Farm to Plate regularly publishes stories of change, such as “A story of respect and resilience” (Claro, 2018). The Food Dignity Project also has used digital “triple-rigorous storytelling” involving “ethical, epistemological and emotional standards of rigor” to document the work of partnering with community-based organizations through participatory case study research (Porter, 2018, p. 38).

The common use of stories in food systems initiatives is not surprising since stories are powerful tools of influence. Commonly used by politicians and marketers to change people’s minds, stories have the potential to convey information in a way that is more memorable and easier to relate to than the same information presented as facts or statistics (McClintock, 2004). For example, a nonprofit may communicate the impact of their work by focusing on how their efforts have changed the life of one family, just as a politician may single out the story of one individual to make a case for a particular policy change. However common it is for stories to be used to influence hearts and minds, these types of individual experiences are anecdotes. Evaluation theorists agree that “the problem with anecdotes is that their ‘truth’ may not generalize” for the purposes of program decision-making or determining an intervention’s broad impact (Royse, Thyer, & Padgett, 2015, p. 33). While a story may be true for the person who had the experience, to leverage stories effectively as a form of evaluative evidence more rigor is needed in how stories are aggregated and analyzed.

A variety of systematic approaches exist that use storytelling as a tool for qualitative data collection (Polet et al., 2015). Among these narrative forms of evaluation, MSC is more explicitly participatory and value-based, aligning more naturally with the nature and goal of many food systems initiatives. The exploratory and “indicator-free” nature of the MSC approach (Sigsgaard, 2002) increases the chances of uncovering unintended outcomes. This mirrors the emergent nature of many food systems initiatives, where it may not be possible to come up with predetermined indicators to measure. The MSC participatory data collection and analysis also supports the equity and justice orientation of many food systems initiatives (Burke & Spiller, 2015). Asking storytellers and case selection committees to articulate “why” they perceive certain stories as most significant centers the evaluation on their values and interpretations, as opposed to those of the evaluators, while the MSC focus on dialogue can move stakeholders to consensus about project aims and strategies in ways that more top-down administered methods may not.

Despite the added value MSC could offer food systems programs, one of the most frequently cited challenges of implementing “full” MSC, as described above, is the significant investment of time required by all stakeholders in the process (INTRAC, 2017; Willetts & Crawford, 2007). Especially for initiatives working with low-income populations, the time and energy needed to contribute stories and engage in participatory analysis—especially if held over several, ongoing rounds—is heightened when MSC must be combined with other methods that solicit information from the same participants. Furthermore, for under-resourced nonprofit organizations or local governments, time-consuming evaluations like MSC, where staff may be asked to collect stories and participate in the analysis, must be carefully weighed against the time needed to devote to program implementation (Ebrahim, 2005). As a way to expand the opportunity for more people to participate and to lower the burden on program staff, our team considered how we might adapt MSC to our own evaluation of a complex food systems initiative in Michigan, The Michigan Good Food Charter.

**MSC in the Michigan Context**
The Michigan Good Food Charter initiative is a
statewide effort to promote, implement, and track progress toward its goals (Figure 2). The Charter, launched in 2010 through a multi-stakeholder dialogue, is centered around the vision of a food system that grows the local food economy, increases equitable food access, and enhances health.

The Good Food Charter Project is structured around a Collective Impact framework (Kania & Kramer, 2011), and is coordinated by staff at the Center for Regional Food Systems (CRFS) at Michigan State University. Since 2015, our team, based at the University of Michigan, has been working as the external evaluators of the initiative. Because of the diverse stakeholders involved, the wide-ranging goals, the necessity to adapt strategies over time, and the unpredictable nature of the outcomes, we chose to use a developmental evaluation (Patton, 2010) as our overall evaluation framework. The MSC method is one of a mix of other quantitative and qualitative methods we have used to document project activities and to offer CRFS staff ongoing feedback.

As we used MSC on six different occasions, we developed three types of modifications to adapt to different settings, using it with groups of as few as six and as many as sixty. As we describe below, in adapting the original approach to MSC we aimed to glean its core benefits while trying to integrate the method into existing events and program activities seamlessly. With such adaptations, we believe MSC can be used in situations with limited time, money, or capacity. We describe our process in each of these modifications below, as well as how we analyzed the stories we collected.

**Analysis of Existing Stories**
The first way that we utilized MSC was to conduct a systematic analysis of 96 existing stories our evaluation partner had already collected. Unlike the traditional MSC approach that requires soliciting new stories from stakeholders, we realized that written stories had already been featured on the CRFS website and newsletters, offering a rich database for evaluation. Rather than a way to objectively study the impact of CRFS or the Charter, however, we saw this as an opportunity to study the CRFS’ underlying values and preferences, based on the types of success stories staff were actively selecting to promote (and what types of stories they were consciously or unconsciously leaving out). Utilizing the written narratives as “existing data” reduced survey and interview fatigue, lowering the burden on program stakeholders who are already pulled in many directions. Unlike most MSC processes that involves a selection process and narrowing down of initially collected stories, all existing stories in our partner’s archives were included in this analysis.

Using the goals of the MI Good Food Charter as our framework for analysis, we helped our partners to see that some aspects of the Charter were more heavily represented than others (Figure 3).
This paved the way for exploring whether this reflected unintentional prioritization on the part of staff or whether this reflected different levels of activity around different goals. Analyzing the location of the stories also allowed us to delineate geographic gaps of regions in the state where they tended to concentrate less (Figure 4).

The MSC Focus Group
A second simple way in which we adapted MSC was to facilitate a focus group conversation with lead CRFS staff, at the end of the first project year. During the hour-long, six-person focus meeting, our evaluation team asked each person to describe the “most significant change” they had observed over the first year as it related to their work on the Charter. The CRFS team then discussed each of the changes that their colleagues had raised, settling on a single key change that they all agreed best represented the type of change they hoped that their future work on the project would continue to generate. Conducted after the first and second years of the program, the exercise was intended to help staff build upon early successes and update their project plan, if necessary. As MSC generally does, their conversation helped to make explicit the values that were guiding staff perceptions about the aim of their complex program, increasing the coherence of their collective efforts and clarifying their theory of change. It also allowed us as the evaluation team to identify the key changes that we should emphasize in our first annual evaluation report and the changing priorities that we should begin to observe as the project moved forward. We did not hold MSC sessions with staff-specific groups in subsequent years, opting instead to gather stories from a wider group of stakeholders (see following section), but we could have continued to use it as a regular exercise to provide feedback for each annual report and project planning cycle.

The MSC Storytelling Workshop
A third and more extensive MSC modification piloted by our team was a “storytelling workshop” we hosted with various groups to integrate a shorter version of the MSC process into existing CRFS meetings, summits, and other gatherings. Our team used this MSC adaptation four times: once with a group of approximately 12 people on the MI Good Food Charter Steering Committee, twice during statewide Good Food Summits as breakout sessions that participants could voluntarily attend, which drew between 40 and 60 people, and once with 15 people as part of a regular statewide network meeting of local food councils.

This latter exercise was particularly instructive. Prior to the MSC session, the local food council network coordinators were hesitant to orient discussions and group activities towards “policy” too directly, for fear of alienating potential network members based on partisan politics. For this same reason, many of the local food councils had chosen to refer to their individual councils as “local food” councils as opposed to “food policy” councils. However, all the stories that the group chose to “lift up” and include in their summaries were examples of local food councils working towards broader policy goals, such as supporting local farmers, increasing access to healthy foods, and promoting sustainable practices. This exercise helped to clarify the role of local food councils in advocating for policy changes and provided a template for how to incorporate policy discussions into future meetings and discussions.

Figure 4. A Spatial Analysis of Good Food Stories in Michigan (UP=Upper Peninsula)
during the MSC session were about local policy change which they or their partners had helped enact in their counties or cities, which sent a powerful message to the network conveners about the underlying values of the group and the future direction of the network, which today is more firmly focused on building the capacity of local food councils to carry out policy advocacy.

Like the traditional MSC technique, this third, modified approach to a “storytelling workshop” still retains the core qualities of being participatory, dialogic, and based on perceptions of the most significant changes. One of the biggest differences is that the exercise can be completed within the span of one hour, a typical length for a conference breakout or workshop session which can be easily integrated into regular meetings. There are five steps to this modified MSC approach:

1. The facilitator divides participants into small groups of four to six people. If sufficient evaluation staff (or, in our case, student volunteers) are available, each group is also assigned a facilitator to keep track of time, record the conversation, and manage the process. These roles can also be assigned to group participants.

2. Participants are given a one-page worksheet and asked to reflect individually and write a “5-minute essay” in response to the following question: “Over the last [time period], what do you think was the most significant change in [domain]?” The “domain” category is left deliberately broad, so as not to limit the types of stories the participant reflects upon. In our case, we ask people to reflect on changes they had seen in their community over the last year that reflect the goals of the Michigan Good Food Charter. The worksheet asks participants to write about what happened, why it is important, and the key lesson that emerged from the story that other communities could learn from.

3. After the “5-minute essay,” the written stories from each small group are then shared with another small group (table 1 stories go to table 3, table 2 stories go to table 4, and so forth), ensuring that stories are not passed to the group physically next to the storytellers, as it can be distracting for participants to hear their story being discussed by a neighboring group.

4. Each group member reads one story aloud to their group. As in the traditional MSC approach, the group then discusses the qualities of each story and comes to an agreement on which of the stories represents the “most significant change” and why. The dialogue that takes place in each small group is central to the richness of the method. In our experience, it is helpful for a moderator to encourage every group member to speak and to draw out “why” a particular change is significant to each person.

5. After the small group discussions, the workshop facilitator then calls upon one representative from each group to share with the large group the single story they have chosen to “lift up” as most significant and explain why their group selected that story.

When we used this approach in the statewide Good Food Summits, we collected 40 to 60 stories each time. We analyzed the stories based on the goals of the Michigan Good Food Charter, tracked other unexpected changes that were unrelated to the Charter goals, and mapped the locations of the stories geographically, since Michigan Good Food Summits draw participants from across the state. Because we were interested in the scope of Charter and other food systems-related changes that were observed, we also coded stories based on a “results ladder” (Figure 5), as described by Kibel (1999). This involved categorizing stories based on whether participants were (1) observing successful efforts to gather the inputs necessary to start an initiative (e.g., submitting a grant, securing funding or staff); (2) describing activities or implementation processes (e.g., trainings or meetings held);
(3) observing short-term outcomes (e.g., greater awareness or skills acquired); and/or (4) observing long-term impacts (e.g., on health or jobs).

This analysis reflected back to CRFS that participants were most observant of Michigan Good Food Charter work that focused on carrying out activities that emphasized the process of taking action or achieving some initial short-term outcomes. The MSC analysis revealed that the longer-term economic, health, and environmental impact of the Charter was not yet apparent to many participants. In part, this finding indicates that long-term project impacts take time and may not have materialized yet. Additionally, activities with which people are involved and short-term outcomes are easier to observe and recall. This is similar to the tendency of organizations to measure outputs—number of meetings held, how many people participated, etc.—because they are easier to measure than the impacts of those meetings (Whitworth & Wells, 2007). Alternatively, in Davies and Dart’s (2005) experience, participants tend to value stories of impact most highly, suggesting that if more long-term impact stories were salient, participants might have focused on these. Ultimately, what we found does not necessarily mean that the goals of the Michigan Good Food Charter were not being met, but suggest further exploration is needed using other methods to consider the extent to which progress is being made toward longer-term impacts.

Limitations and Further Adaptations

There are several critiques of the traditional MSC approach, most of which also apply to our own modified approaches. First, the method can be biased towards those who are particularly good at telling (or writing) stories, especially because of issues with language or literacy (INTRAC, 2017). Additionally, as a result of the shortened length of the storytelling process in our modifications, some stories may lose meaningful detail. Davies and Dart (2005) warn that this can happen with shorter stories, but also explain that the desirable length of stories varies depending on the needs and culture of the organization, so that even short, to-the-point stories can be useful as long as they offer enough detail to be validated and to allow for meaningful deliberation.

One suggestion to avoid the potential bias towards strong writers or natural storytellers and to counteract the loss of depth in shorter stories is for staff members to interview people who have stories to tell and to follow-up with storytellers who produced a shortened version in order to elicit more detail and depth. Gathering more information also helps as a form of validation, a particularly useful practice with stories that rise to the top as “most significant” (INTRAC, 2017).

A second criticism of MSC is that, depending on the design, the approach tends to elicit positive stories of change (INTRAC, 2017). The first time we used the workshop approach in a statewide food summit, we also found that the “why” explanation offered by individuals and groups tended to lift up positive stories. Stories that had multiple positive benefits were especially valued, such as those with simultaneous impacts on farmer livelihoods and food access in low-income communities. Initiatives that had broader, usually statewide, impact were also selected over stories of change that took place on a local level. While evaluators should be aware of this potential positive bias, a focus on stories of successful change may still be appropriate if a project is using an “asset-based” model focused on identifying and building upon a community’s existing capacity and

![Figure 5. “Results Ladder” Story Analysis](image-url)
assets (Kretzmann & McKnight, 1996). Alternatively, one change we began to implement, which Dart and Davies suggested (2003), is to intentionally ask storytellers to share either (or both) positive or negative stories or stories of “lessons learned” in order to elicit a more well-rounded picture of change. In a similar vein, the story collection process could focus more intentionally on seeking out stories from known critics of the program (Willets & Crawford, 2007; Dart & Davies, 2003).

A third point to remember about MSC, as was noted earlier, is that the developers of the approach never intended for it to be used in isolation from other methods or as a systematic way to determine wider trends (Davies & Dart, 2005). In the Michigan context, our evaluation team has used MSC alongside surveys, interviews, participant observation, document review and other methods. Triangulating the MSC with other approaches like this is an additional way to ensure that an evaluation is capturing unintended—perhaps negative—impacts and problems which are emerging in a project. Any unexpected changes and outcomes MSC uncovers can also become the basis for a survey, or a more systematic assessment, to determine if particular MSC stories were representative of larger trends, or solely occurring in a singular case.

Finally, another lesson we have learned in using MSC is the importance of maintaining respect for storytellers. This is a consideration in the MSC literature that has not, to our knowledge, received adequate attention. As a participant in one of our MSC sessions put it, “I think it’s important to respect people’s space in storytelling and also be aware that sharing invokes/requires vulnerability. Additionally, many people/cultures have been violated/bastardized/pimped by those ‘harvesting’ [stories].” As this participant was conveying, facilitators should be sensitive to the potential emotional toll of telling stories and to the desire of storytellers to own their stories. This concern is also a reminder that effectively using MSC and ensuring the integrity of stories requires building trusting and respectful relationships between those telling and gathering stories, as well as transparency about the collection and use of stories (Willets & Crawford, 2007). Whether and how to use stories, and how to elicit them from whom, should be a collective decision of all stakeholders involved. In our case, one modification we made to increase people’s comfort in our “storytelling workshops” was to ask participants to indicate on their essay if they wanted to remain anonymous. Passing stories to others in a large group, rather than having individuals read their own stories, also increases comfort in anonymity.

Conclusion

From Vermont to Minnesota to Michigan, there is substantial evidence that multistakeholder food systems initiatives are already using stories in a variety of strategic ways (Fink Shapiro et al., 2015). Rooted in our experience evaluating the work surrounding the Michigan Good Food Charter, we suggest that the MSC technique offers a way to collect and analyze stories in a more systematic way, turning storytelling into an effective evaluation tool.

In our own experience, our evaluation clients have shared how participating in the MSC sessions has given them perspective and clarity about their work. Other participants have expressed appreciation for hearing about the variety of food systems changes other stakeholders perceive, while learning a new technique they may use in their own work. One participant described MSC as a “great and a new way to look at gathering and measuring data within a community.” The MSC has helped focus our attention, as evaluators, on the types of changes Charter stakeholders value most. At the same time, we continue to pay attention to triangulated methods, which help to elucidate long-term impacts or other challenges that are not otherwise apparent in MSC data.

Under ideal conditions, community-based organizations and individuals striving to transform food systems would have the funding and time to develop detailed stories about their work, using strategies like “triple-rigorous storytelling” (Porter, 2018, p. 38). Implementing the full version of the traditional MSC approach as intended by Davies and Dart (2005) is thus ideal, as it allows for a richness of discovery and ongoing discussion among diverse stakeholders engaging in collective change making—a level of deliberation that may
not be attainable with the modified versions we have implemented. However, considering time, capacity, and resource constraints, we believe that our adaptations are valuable, offering a systematic way to collect and analyze the stories that many food systems initiatives are already using.
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